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The weather this year has been variable as always however we’ve still seen plenty of 
amazing aircraft take to the skies this year, and in some cases, return to earth in a 
very entertaining fashion. There has been lots activity on the website and Facebook 
pages and it’s nice to view the pictures and videos taken throughout the year. This 
certainly helps raise the club’s profile and image and we’ve gained attention from 
other clubs and a larger external audience.   
 
I’m sure everyone would like to thank Arty for taking the time to write up the 
newsletters throughout the year and this too has shown how active and vibrant the 
club is. For those that receive the paper copy, I’m sure you’ll all have been running to 
the letterbox after hearing the thump of the latest issue hitting the floor. A big thanks 
to all who have contributed content for the newsletters and web site. We’ve seen 
some great photos taken by Paul Reynolds and I enjoyed seeing the aerial pics 
taken by Peter Griffiths during a flyby over the field and Jim Cooper from his quad.   
 
I’m sure Tam will confirm the number of club members remains stable, in the mid-
fifties which is good news.  
 
We’ve also seen some nice developments in the field with the introduction of the 
starting bench, Hard core at the gate and I must say the strip has been looking 
fantastic all year, a big thanks to Alex and co. for all the green keeping. I think this 
has also helped with safety with the pits, pilots’ stance being clearly marked out.  
 
The club trainer has taken to the skies. The thunder tiger flies Greeaaat!! Thanks to 
all for the donations of plane and parts. 
 
We have also had a few more members attain their SAA Bronze Certificate. 
 
I managed to pop in to the indoor flying recently during a day off work. The guys 
were having a great time and the hall is perfect for indoor flying. Flying is on a 
Thursday afternoon 12-4 at Bonnybridge Community Centre. Pop-in if you can. 
 
The latest winter meeting at Green Park Community Centre had good turn out, and 
the bring-and-buy event seen a few models and parts change hands.  
 



I also ordered up some sample products with the FMFC logo on them. The details of 
these are displayed on the website, or you can contact me directly, but these include 
T-Shirts, Mugs and Car Window Stickers.  
 
It’s been a pleasure serving as Club Secretary during the 2017 Season. 
Many Thanks,  
Derek. 
 

                                        
 


